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ABSTRACT: The hydration thermodynamics of the amino acid X relative to the
reference G (glycine) or the hydration thermodynamics of a small-molecule analog
of the side chain of X is often used to model the contribution of X to protein
stability and solution thermodynamics. We consider the reasons for successes and
limitations of this approach by calculating and comparing the conditional excess
free energy, enthalpy, and entropy of hydration of the isoleucine side chain in
zwitterionic isoleucine, in extended penta-peptides, and in helical deca-peptides.
Butane in gauche conformation serves as a small-molecule analog for the isoleucine
side chain. Parsing the hydrophobic and hydrophilic contributions to hydration for
the side chain shows that both of these aspects of hydration are context-sensitive.
Furthermore, analyzing the solute−solvent interaction contribution to the
conditional excess enthalpy of the side chain shows that what is nominally considered a property of the side chain includes
entirely nonobvious contributions of the background. The context-sensitivity of hydrophobic and hydrophilic hydration and the
conflation of background contributions with energetics attributed to the side chain limit the ability of a single scaling factor, such
as the fractional solvent exposure of the group in the protein, to map the component energetic contributions of the model-
compound data to their value in the protein. But ignoring the origin of cancellations in the underlying components the group-
transfer model may appear to provide a reasonable estimate of the free energy for a given error tolerance.

■ INTRODUCTION

The hydration thermodynamics of analogs of amino acid side
chains (or of amino acid side chains in small-model peptides)
has often been used to understand protein folding and
protein−protein association. Examples of such approaches
abound in the biochemical literature. A very small sampling of
the many pioneering investigations where this approach has
been used includes work identifying hydrophobicity as a
dominant force in protein folding,1 investigations of protein
denaturation,2−5 interpretation of calorimetric data on protein
unfolding,6−8 and, more recently, investigations on the role of
osmolytes in protein folding.9−11 Drawing upon insights
attributed to Cohn and Edsall, Tanford2,4 formulated this
approach into a quantitative, predictive framework. In his
approach, the free energy of unfolding is given as a sum of the
free energy of transfer of “the small component groups of the
molecule, from the environment they have in the native form,
to the environment they have in the unfolded form”.2

Accounting for subsequent refinements that included correc-
tions for the solvent-exposure of the “small component groups”
(cf. ref 9), the generic equation of the unfolding free energy
(ΔGN→U) can be written as

∑ αΔ = Δ→G gN U
i

i i
(1)

where Δgi is the free energy of transferring the group i from
some reference phase to liquid water and αi is a factor that
corrects for the change in solvent-exposure of the group i in
protein unfolding. In interpretation of calorimetric data,8 for
example, a gas-phase reference is natural, as is also the case in
this article. The same form of equation can also be used to
describe the effect of osmolytes on protein unfolding:
identifying Δgi with the free energy for transferring the group
from water to the aqueous osmolyte solution and αi with the
change in the solvent exposure of the group upon unfolding in
the osmolyte solution relative to water, the previous equation
directly gives the so-called m value for 1 M osmolyte.12

At a time when theory, simulations, and experimental
techniques were less developed than they are now, the group-
additive approach was a pragmatic first step to understand the
hydration thermodynamics of a complicated macromolecule.
But it is also important to assess its limitations and probe if the
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physical conclusions based on this approach are valid. For
example, the group-additive model appears to capture the effect
of osmolytes rather well,9 with the predicted and experimentally
determined m values agreeing to within a couple kilocalories
per mole for proteins with about 100 residues. On this basis, it
has been suggested that some osmolytes largely act by tuning
the solubility of the peptide backbone,13 but it is unclear how to
reconcile this observation with simulations that suggest that
urea-induced denaturation is mediated by promiscuous urea−
protein interactions tuned by typically nonspecific dispersion
forces.14,15 Furthermore, our previous study on the solvation of
a peptide group16 showed that in the water-to-osmolyte transfer
solvent-mediated correlations between peptide units (in Glyn)
cancel, and this allows one to identify a peptide-group transfer
free energy that is model-independent. But in the vapor-to-
liquid transfer, a situation where solvent-mediated correlations
are preserved, the identified group-additive contribution (Δgi,
eq 1) depends on the model used to define the peptide group.
Several recent studies have explored the limitations of the

additive model.16−19 While our work16 emphasized solvent-
mediated correlations, König et al.18,19 have emphasized the
role of “self-solvation”20 in limiting additivity. In exploring
context dependence of hydration, these authors also suggested
how adding a methyl group to an amino acid changes the
solvent-exposure of the peptide backbone, thereby influencing
the excess free energy in a way that cannot be captured by side-
chain analog data. Building on these efforts, here we study how
well a model of the side chain describes the hydration of the
side chain in the context of a protein. In particular, our aim is to
better understand factors limiting additivity and the reasons
why scaling model-compound data to describe its properties in
a protein context may not always be satisfactory. To aid in
parsing energetic differences, we study the conditional solvation
of an isoleucine residue, often regarded as very hydrophobic,21

in the context of model-extended and helical peptides. Butane
in the gauche conformation, matching exactly the side-chain
conformation of isoleucine in extended peptides, is used as a
small-molecule analog of the side chain.
In obtaining mechanistic insight from free-energy calcu-

lations, it is common to use decompositions of the free energy.
Any decomposition into components that are not themselves
state functions can lead to path dependencies in the analysis.
However, with adequate care,22,23 such components can yield
insights into the molecular scale features underlying the free
energy that are of first interest. Here we use the quasichemical
approach24−26 to separate the packing (steric) contributions
from the hydrophilic contributions to both facilitate the
calculation27,28 and also provide insights into the limitations
of additivity. These components (but not the net free energy)
do depend on the specification of a hydration shell, but the
approach has nevertheless provided important insights into the
physics of hydration and in generating models of molecular
solutions.24−26,29,30

We complement the quasichemical analysis with the
traditional decomposition of the excess free energy into its
enthalpic and entropic contributions. The quasichemical
approach helps us better appreciate how the context influences
the hydration of the solute, while the enthalpy entropy
decomposition leads to the finding that nonobvious contribu-
tions from the reference (the context) get folded into the
conditional contribution attributed to the side chain (the
solute) that is of first interest in additive models.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In the next
section, we outline the Theory. Next, we outline the Methods,
following which we present the Results and Discussion. The
Concluding Discussion summarizes the main observations of
this study.

■ THEORY
It is convenient, after choice of a standard state and
concentration scale, to consider the chemical potential (the
partial molar Gibbs free energy) as being composed of an ideal
part with explicit dependence on the concentration and an
excess part depending on solute−solvent interactions. The
excess chemical potential (μex) and its enthalpic (hex) and
entropic (sex) components are calculated in this work.
Formally,26−31 μex = ln⟨eβε⟩, where the averaging ⟨...⟩ is over
the solute−solvent interaction energy distribution P(ε) and β =
1/kBT, where T is the temperature and kB is the Boltzmann
constant.
We compute μex using the quasichemical decomposition of

the potential distribution theorem.24−26 To this end, we specify
an inner hydration shell around the solute by a length
parameter λ (Figure 1). The inner−outer demarcation serves

to separate strong, short-range solute−solvent interactions from
their longer-range counterparts. With the definition of the inner
shell, the excess chemical potential is given by16,24−26,28

The constraint ϕλ is a field of range λ that serves to move the
solvent away from the solute. Typically, for an inner shell
extending up to the first hydration shell, P(ε|ϕλ), the
(regularized) probability density of the solute−solvent binding
energy is Gaussian.16,27,28 Then

μ ε ϕ ε ϕ β δε ϕ| = ⟨ | ⟩ + ⟨ | ⟩λ λ λP[ ( )]
2

ex 2
(3)

where ⟨ε|ϕλ⟩ and ⟨δε2|ϕλ⟩ are the mean and variance of
P(ε|ϕλ).
The remaining components in eq 2 have the following

physical meaning. The free energy to empty the inner shell of
solvent is −kBT ln x0, where x0 is the probability to find an
empty inner shell. In terms of equilibrium solute−solvent
clustering within the inner shell, ln x0 = −ln(1 + ∑i≥1 Kiρw

i ),

Figure 1. Schematic depicting the quasichemical organization of μex.
Schematic reproduced with permission from ref 16. Copyright 2013
Elsevier.
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where Ki is the equilibrium constant to form a solute plus an i-
water cluster and ρw is the bulk density of water.

24−26,29 We can
consider an analogous process of solvent clustering within the
same defined inner shell but in the absence of the solute: the
quantity −kBT ln p0 is the work done to create such a cavity in
the liquid and is of fundamental interest in understanding liquid
structure and primitive hydrophobic effects.32,33 (The adjective
primitive emphasizes that this is a property solely of the neat
liquid.)
In simulations, we grow the external field ϕλ to calculate x0

and p0.
16,27,28 In practice, the field has a soft boundary at λ,28

unlike the sharp-demarcation indicated in the schematic. It is
straightforward to correct for this effect,27 but we do not pursue
that here. (Please note that the soft-cavity packing is a lower
bound to the hard-cavity packing contribution and vice versa
for the chemistry term.) We note in passing that for solutes
such as nonpolar molecules,34,35 water,27,36,37 and ions,29

including those with high charge density,28 the quasichemical
approach leads to free energies in good agreement with
traditional free-energy perturbation or histogram overlap
approaches, with the added advantages of the physical insights
provided by the approach.
The excess entropy of hydration of the solute is given

approximately by

μ≈ + −Ts E Eex
sw reorg

ex
(4)

where the average solute−solvent interaction contribution to
the excess enthalpy is Esw and the average solvent
reorganization contribution is Ereorg. The excess enthalpy
hex ≈ Esw + Ereorg, where we have neglected small corrections
due to pressure−volume effects and the finite isothermal
compressibility of the pure liquid. In the previous equation we
additionally ignore a small correction due to the finite thermal
expansion coefficient of the pure liquid.

■ METHODS

The pentapeptides GGGGG, GGIGG, and IGGGG are
modeled in the extended configuration with the long axis
aligned with the diagonal of the simulation cell and the center
of the peptide placed at the center of the simulation cell. Helical
deca-glycine (G9G) and a helical peptide with nine alanine and
one glycine at position 6 (A9G) serve as references for the
helical peptides, G9I and A9I, respectively. All peptides had an
acetylated (ACE) N-terminus and an n-methyl-amide (NME)
C-terminus. Butane in the gauche conformation was built using
the isoleucine conformation in the extended pentapeptide.
The solvent was modeled by the TIP3P38,39 model, and the

CHARMM40 force field with CMAP correction terms for
dihedral angles41 was used for the peptide. A total of 2006
water molecules solvated the pentapeptide; 3500 water
molecules were used for the helical peptides. The Lennard-
Jones parameters for the isoleucine side chain were used for g-
butane. Because Cβ in isoleucine becomes a CH2 group in g-
butane, the partial charges of that center were slightly adjusted
to account for the presence of a capping H atom. We note that
CHARMM does have a parameter set for butane. In particular,
the parameter we use for Cβ is very slightly shifted from the
parameter values for the corresponding carbon atom in butane.
Our parametrization was motivated by our desire to be as close
to isoleucine as possible, but this minor shift in parameters is
not expected to change any conclusions.

The G9G and A9G peptides were built from α helical deca-
alanine. These structures were energy-minimized with weak
restraints on heavy atoms to prevent large distortions of the
helix. (After energy minimization, the solute atoms are held
fixed for the remainder of the simulation.) The G9I and A9I
helices were built by grafting the conformation of isoleucine in
the GGIGG system onto position 6. Thus the internal
conformation of the isoleucine is the same in g-butane,
GGIGG, and the helical peptides.
With minor changes, the free-energy calculations and error

analysis follow the procedure previously described.16 In brief,
ϕλ is applied such that λ varies from 0 to 5 Å. For every unit
angstrom, a five-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule defines
the λ points sampled. The work to apply the field is then
obtained by quadratures. At each gauss-point, the system was
equilibrated for 0.5 ns, and the data were collected over the
subsequent 0.5 ns. For the extended peptides, the long-range
contribution was obtained by performing particle-insertion
calculations in the appropriate molecular-shaped cavity (Figure
1). Water with the appropriate cavity was simulated for 1 ns
and 1250 frames from the last 0.625 ns used for analysis.
Confirming the Gaussian distribution of binding energies, we
found that particle extraction calculations (eq 3) agree with the
more robust27,42 particle-insertion procedure.16,43 For the
helical peptides, given their high dipole moment we made the
conservative choice of obtaining the electrostatic contribution
to the long-range interaction using a two-point Gauss-Legendre
quadrature;44 the van der Waals (vdW) contribution was
obtained using particle insertion in the molecular cavity.
Electrostatic self-interaction corrections (of ∼0.5 kcal/mol)
were applied.16,45,46 (For the helices, the sum of the vdW and
quadrature-based electrostatic contribution deviates by ∼1
kcal/mol from the Gaussian model, but this deviation is
significant at the statistical resolution of the chemistry and
packing contributions.)
For the zwitterionic isoleucine and glycine, we obtained the

free energy in two stages. First, the excess free energy of the
completely discharged amino acid was obtained using the
quasichemical procedure. Then, the work required to turn-on
the charges was obtained using a three-point Gauss-Legendre
quadrature. The three-point rule gave the same answer (within
0.1 kcal/mol) as the two-point rule, but these estimates deviate
by over 10 kcal/mol from the linear-response result.
The excess energy was obtained by adapting the shell-wise

calculation procedure previously used for studying the
hydration of methane.34 For the peptides, water molecules in
the first two hydration shells were considered, where the
hydration shell is defined by the union of shells of radius λ
centered on the heavy atoms: λ ≤ 5 Å defined the first,
5.0 < λ ≤ 8 Å defined the second, and 8.0 < λ ≤ 11.0 Å defined
the third hydration shell. Within statistical uncertainties, the
reorganization contribution from the third shell is close to zero,
justifying our use of just the first two shells for calculating hex.
For calculating the excess energy, we equilibrated the solvated
peptide system an additional 1.5 ns (beyond what was used in
the free-energy calculation) and propagated the trajectory for
an additional 3 ns, collecting data every 500 ps for a total of
6000 frames. Entropies obtained using eq 4 agree within
statistical uncertainty with entropy calculated using −∂μex/∂T
(manuscript in preparation).

Conditional Contributions. The conditional hydration
free energy of the side-chain X in a peptide MX relative to the
reference MH (the corresponding amino acid is glycine) is
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defined by μex[X|MX] = μex[MX]−μex[MH].47 Similar
definitions apply to the excess enthalpy and excess entropy of
hydration. Provided that additivity holds, μex[X|MX] will be
proportional to μex[g-butane], the side-chain analog. (The same
proportionality, by definition, must then also hold for hex and
sex.) To better understand how the reference influences the
hydration of the side chain, we use the quasichemical approach
to study the packing, chemistry, and long-range contributions
of the side chain in the presence of the reference. (We term
these the conditional quasichemical components.) For the
packing calculation, we open a cavity at the appropriate
position next to MH to accommodate the side chain, with MH
fully coupled to the solvent. Likewise, for the chemistry
contribution, we expel solvent only around the side chain X in
MX. With solvent thus excluded, the long-range contribution
was obtained using eq 3.
Solvent-Exposure-Weighted Additive Model. In addi-

tivity-based approaches, a protein is partitioned down to single
peptide units9 (or even lower8), and the thermodynamics of the
macromolecule is obtained using equations of the form of eq 1.
To better understand the limitations of additivity, here we
partition the helical peptide S into just two groups, the
isoleucine side chain (sc) and the rest, generically termed the
background (back); then

μ α μ α μ= · + ·‐S
ex

sc sc model
ex

back back
ex

(5)

where μsc‑model
ex refers to the conditional hydration contribution

of the side chain in a model compound.
Typically, the conditional quantity based on the zwitterionic

amino acid3,9,48 is combined with α factors based on the solvent
exposure of the side-chain X in the GXG tripeptide. Here we
consistently use the conditional quantity and the solvent
exposure from GGIGG solely. (Our results make it apparent
that using conditional quantities from the zwitterionic model
will only worsen predictions of thermodynamic quantities.)
The α factors here are based on solvent-accessible surface area
(SASA) obtained using a standard code49 and atomic radii.50 As
an example, let At be the SASA of G9I and Asc be the
contribution due to the isoleucine side chain. Furthermore, let
Asc
0 be the SASA of the isoleucine side chain in GGIGG and

Aback
0 be the SASA of G9G. Then, αsc = Asc/Asc

0 and
αback = (At − Asc)/Aback

0 .

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In evaluating the results later, it serves to first define the error
tolerance for an additive model to be satisfactory in predicting
energetics of protein folding. Dill51 has suggested that the
allowable error per group for a modest 100 amino-acid protein
is ∼10 cal/mol/group (or ∼0.02 kBT/group at 298 K). This
estimate sets a stringent precision level; our results show that
the additive approach at best agrees at a couple of kilocalories
per mole level.
Hydration of Zwitterionic Amino Acids. Table 1

summarizes the results on the hydration thermodynamics of
the zwitterionic forms of isoleucine and glycine. The difference
of these quantities (denoted by Δ in Table 1) is typically
identified as the group contribution of the amino acid side
chain.
Table 1 shows that whereas the conditional free energy of the

isoleucine side chain is in good agreement with the excess free
energy of g-butane, comparing the discharged and charged
analogs of the amino acids shows that slightly over half of the

2.5 kcal/mol free energy comes from differences in the free
energy of charging the amino acids. This is suggestive of
screening of the zwitterion-dipole by the side chain (cf. ref 19),
but this physics associated with charging is not one envisioned
when considering the hydration of g-butane, an alkane.
Furthermore, examining Esw and Ereorg reveals large deviations
between g-butane and the side chain. Thus, these results
suggest physical differences in the conditional hydration of the
side chain and g-butane, its small molecule analog.

Hydration of Isoleucine in Pentapeptides. Table 2
summarizes the results on the hydration of the extended

pentapeptides. It is evident that hydration thermodynamics of
GGIGG and IGGGG are different, suggesting that the
conditional free energy of isoleucine will depend on where it
is placed along the backbone. The difference in μex is ∼1 kcal/
mol, and it is all in the enthalpy of solution.
Note that relative to g-butane the fractional solvent exposure

of isoleucine in GGIGG and IGGGG is nearly the same, and
hence the g-butane data corrected by fractional-solvent
exposure are only modestly successful in modeling the
positional dependence in this case. Relative to g-butane, the
conditional hex is more positive (less favorable), and this effect
primarily arises from changes in Esw. This result is intuitively
reasonable given that the isoleucine side chain in the
pentapeptide is less solvent-exposed than g-butane, but the
expected solvent exposure turns out to be physically unrealistic.
One would need to scale the g-butane Esw by 0.2 to match the
corresponding value for the side chain, but the observed
fractional exposure is ∼0.6. Furthermore, the scaling factors are
different for μex, the subcomponents of hex, and hence also sex.

Hydration of Isoleucine in Helical Peptides. Table 3
summarizes the results on the conditional hydration of
isoleucine in the helical peptides G9I and A9I. Once again, we
find large deviations between the conditional contribution and

Table 1. Conditional Hydration of Isoleucine Side Chain in
Zwitterionic Amino Acida

μex hex Esw Ereorg Tsex

Δ[I(0)] 1.2 ± 0.1 −1.3 ± 0.7 −5.7 ± 0.03 4.3 −2.5
Δ[I] 2.5 ± 0.1 −0.9 ± 1.8 −1.8 ± 0.1 1.0 −3.4
g-butane 2.5 ± 0.1 −3.4 ± 0.5 −9.4 ± 0.02 6.0 −5.9
aΔ[x], where x = I(0) or I is value relative to G(0) or G, respectively.
The superscript 0 indicates that the partial charges are set to zero. The
solute−solvent interaction contribution (Esw) and solvent reorganiza-
tion contribution (Ereorg) to hex are also given. The quantities Ereorg,
Tsex, and hex have similar statistical uncertainties. The statistical
uncertainty in Esw is less than 1/10th that in hex. Standard error of the
mean is given at 1σ. All thermodynamic quantities are in units of
kilocalories per mole.

Table 2. Hydration of Isoleucine Side Chain in Extended
Pentapeptidesa

μex hex Esw Ereorg Tsex

Δ[GGIGG] 2.9 ± 0.4 0.6 ± 2.0 −1.8 2.4 −2.3
αsc·[g-butane] 1.5 −2.1 −5.8 3.7 −3.6
Δ[IGGGG] 2.1 ± 0.4 −0.5 ± 2.0 −2.1 1.7 −2.6
αsc·[g-butane] 1.5 −2.1 −5.8 3.7 −3.6

aΔ[x], where x = GGIGG or IGGGG is the value relative to GGGGG.
αsc = 0.619 is the ratio of the solvent-accessible surface area of the
isoleucine side chain in GGIGG to that for g-butane; αsc = 0.616 for
IGGGG. Rest as in Table 1.
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the value from the side-chain model appropriately scaled by the
solvent exposure. The deviations can be dramatic. The
conditional Esw contribution to hex in A9I is positive, whereas
Esw for g-butane and the conditional Esw in GGIGG are both
negative.
Equation 5, with a protein partitioned down to a single

peptide unit, for example, ref 9 (or sometimes even lower, for
example, ref 8), is often used in group-additivity-based
interpretation of experimental data. Following this precedent
but limiting the partitioning of the peptide into only two groups
− the side chain and the rest − we use eq 5 to reconstruct the
free energy of the helical peptides using the conditional
hydration thermodynamics of isoleucine in GGIGG together
with the appropriate reference for the helix (Table 4). It is
evident that the error based on the additivity-based approach
(eq 5) can be several kBT values (and is itself comparable to
typical folding free energies).

Role of the Reference in Conditional Hydration. The
results above show that at the precision level suggested by
Dill51 the conditional contribution of amino acid X from a
small-length-scale model or side-chain analog is of limited
utility in modeling the contribution of X in model helices (and
by induction in more complicated proteins). To understand the
reasons for this, we look at two interrelated aspects of the
problem: (1) hydration of the side chain in the presence of the
background and how this compares with the side-chain analog
and (2) how the side chain changes the hydration of the
background and how this effect is conflated with the
conditional contribution attributed to the side chain.
Table 5 gives the conditional quasichemical components for

isoleucine side chain in the context of extended and helical

peptides. Except for isoleucine in G9I, the agreement in the
conditional μex with values obtained as μex[MX] − μex[MH]
(Tables 2 and 3) is excellent. (For G9I, the agreement is good
only at 2σ.)
Table 5 shows that primitive hydrophobic effects (as assessed

here by the soft-cavity packing contribution) is context-
sensitive. Comparing A9I with G9I and IGGGG with GGIGG,
we find, as is expected,52 that opening a cavity near
hydrophobic groups is more facile than opening it next to a
more polar surface. This observation is fundamentally related to
how water density fluctuations vary depending on the polarity
of the surface.53 Furthermore, relative to g-butane, the primitive
hydrophobic effect is lower in the context of these peptide
models, but the fractional exposed area does not provide the
correct proportionality. Finally, the free energy to open a cavity,
for cavity sizes of interest in modeling amino acid side chains, is
expected to scale with the volume and not the area.54−56

Mirroring the trend in the packing contribution, the
chemistry contribution is less negative when the side chain is
near other hydrophobic groups. The long-range contribution
also follows a trend similar to the chemistry contribution. The
compensating variation in the packing and hydrophilic
contributions tends to balance, and (excluding the G9I case)
the net conditional free energy of the side chain is not
significantly different from that for g-butane. Like the packing
contribution, the short-range and long-range hydrophilic
contributions are not expected to have a simple dependency
on the solvent-exposed surface area. Because different physical
effects are implicit in the net μex, no single scale factor can be
expected to map the g-butane data to the isoleucine side chain
in a given model, and, in general, properties of a small-scale
model to its value in a protein.
Turning now to the effect of the side chain on the

background, we see that in grafting a g-butane onto a
zwitterionic glycine to construct the zwitterionic isoleucine
the background (here the peptide backbone) experiences an
unfavorable change in Esw of 6.3 (= 120.7−114.4) kcal/mol and
the side chain contributes −8.1 kcal/mol for a net change of
−1.8 kcal/mol. Thus in assigning the conditional Esw for the
side chain as Esw[I] − Esw[G], we ascribe 6.3 kcal/mol of
backbone contributions to the side chain. The effects of this
problem are seen to varying extents in the other peptide
systems studied here (Table 6).
In the previous analysis, we have chosen a specific, but

illustrative, example of hydration of isoleucine in model peptide
systems. We have also considered the hydration of the aromatic
phenylalanine in the GGFGG system and find that all
qualitative conclusions of the isoleucine study apply to this
system as well. (These results are collected in the Supporting
Information.) A more extensive investigation of sequence and

Table 3. Conditional Hydration of Isoleucine in Helical
Deca-Peptidesa

μex hex Esw Ereorg Tsex

Δ[G9I] 3.0 ± 1.1 1.1 ± 2.7 −2.3 3.4 −1.9
αsc·[g-butane] 1.5 −2.0 −5.5 3.5 −3.5
αsc·ΔGGIGG 2.7 0.6 −1.7 2.3 −2.4
Δ[A9I] 3.2 ± 1.2 3.3 ± 4.0 1.0 2.3 0.1
αsc·[g-butane] 1.3 −1.9 −5.3 3.4 −3.3
αsc·ΔGGIGG 2.5 0.5 −1.6 2.2 −2.3

aΔ[x], where x = G9I or A9I, gives value relative to G9G or A9G,
respectively. (Gly)9-Ile is indicated as G9I, where isoleucine occupies
the sixth position. A similar notation is used for the other peptides.
The fractional solvent exposure of isoleucine in G9I is αsc = 0.59, and
in A9I it is αsc = 0.56. Relative to isoleucine in GGIGG, αsc = 0.95
(G91) and αsc = 0.90 (A9I). Rest as in Table 2.

Table 4. Predicted Thermodynamics of G9I and A91 Helical
Peptides Using Equation 5a

μex hex Esw Ereorg Tsex

G9I −46.7 −82.5 −155.9 73.4 −35.8
[G9I]A −43.7 −76.7 −143.7 67.0 −33.0
error 3.0 5.8 12.2 −6.4 2.8
A9I −37.4 −74.8 −151.1 76.3 −37.4
[A9I]A −35.9 −72.8 −144.3 71.5 −36.9
error 1.5 2.0 6.8 −4.8 0.2

aSubscript A denotes the predicted properties obtained by combining
Δ[GGIGG] (Table 2) and Δ[x] (Table 3, x = G9I or A9I) using eq 5.
Error in the predicted value relative to the simulated value is also
noted. All values are in kilocalories per mole.

Table 5. Conditional Quasichemical Components for
Isoleucine Hydrationa

kBT ln x0 −kBT ln p0 μlong−range
ex μex

g-butane −16.4 24.0 −5.1 2.5 ± 0.1
GGIGG −13.4 20.2 −4.4 2.4 ± 0.1
IGGGG −13.2 19.7 −4.4 2.1 ± 0.1
G9I −13.0 18.6 −4.0 1.6 ± 0.1
A9I −11.5 17.7 −3.5 2.7 ± 0.1

aStatistical uncertainties in chemistry and packing are ∼0.1 kcal/mol,
while that in the long-range contribution is an order of magnitude
lower. All values are in kilocalories per mole.
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structure space may be desirable to better understand the
success and limitation of the additivity approach, but within the
context of the potential model chosen, the examples considered
here do serve to indicate the size of deviations from additivity
and, importantly, the compensating deviations in entropy and
enthalpy and the conflation of backbone-specific changes with
effects attributed to the side chain.
In summary, the interdependence of background hydration

and side-chain hydration previously indicated suggests that
using Y[GXG]−Y[GGG] to model Y[X], where Y is some
thermodynamic state function of interest, in proteins has
important limitations. Acknowledging the changes in the
solvent exposure of both the background and the side chain
in the peptide under study is an intuitively reasonable step, but
no single scaling factor proves to be satisfactory in capturing
both the hydrophilic and hydrophobic aspects of hydration,
especially if one uses the stringent precision levels suggested by
Dill.51

■ CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

Our results show that there are nontrivial correlations between
the side chain, backbone, and water that do not allow a perfect
pairwise decomposition. In essence, the protein context and its
induced correlations in water change the hydration of objects
within that correlation range. Conversely, the object thus
affected itself changes the hydration of the context. Thus
composing the enthalpy, entropy, and free energy of a
macromolecule using a group-additive approach will necessarily
include reference and group contributions in entirely non-
transparent ways.
Constructing the free energy of a protein by scaling

appropriate model compound data by the fractional solvent-
exposure of that group in the protein is intuitively reasonable,
but this approach attempts to map simultaneously both packing
and hydrophilic aspects of hydration, but each of these aspects
addresses inherently different physical features of solvent
behavior and solute−solvent interaction. Moreover, the derived
conditional energetics of the side chain are seen to contain
nonobvious contributions from the changes in the hydration of
the background. Thus no single scale factor can be expected to
describe the conditional μex, hex, and sex of the side chain relative
to the property of the model compound. Furthermore, relative
to a model compound, the identification of greater or lesser
hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity will itself be context-depend-
ent, raising questions about the utility of small-molecule data to

understand finely detailed features of protein hydration. This
could be of concern in assessing contributions of hydrophilic
versus hydrophobic mutations in proteins.
If we take the stringent Dill error criteria,51 our analysis

shows that the hydration of g-butane is inadequate to model the
conditional hydration of GGIGG, and the conditional
hydration of isoleucine in GGIGG is inadequate in modeling
the hydration of isoleucine in model helices. The successes in
using small-molecule data in modeling protein hydration should
thus be considered with respect to the errors required in a given
context. If an additive description of free energy predicts the
numerical values with reasonable error expectations in accord
with experiments, it is likely that this success arises due to some
compensation in the underlying components.
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Table 6. Decomposition of Peptide-Solvent Mean Binding Energy, Esw, into Contributions from the Background and Side
Chaina

αback·Esw[back-model] Esw[back] Esw[side chain] αsc·Esw[sc-model]

g-butane −9.4
G −120.7
I −114.4 −8.1
GGGGG −105.5
GGIGG −95.3 −100.2 −7.1 −5.8
IGGGG −95.4 −100.4 −7.2 −5.8
G9G −153.6
G91 −142.0 −149.1 −6.8 −6.7
A9G −152.0
A9I −142.7 −144.9 −6.2 −6.4

aFor GGIGG and IGGGG, the scaled-Esw of g-butane, the side-chain model (sc-model), is given under αsc·Esw [sc-model]; for the helices, the scaled-
Esw of the side chain in GGIGG is given. αback·Esw[back] is the scaled value of the background reference (back-model). For example, G9G is the
background reference for G9I. All values are in kilocalories per mole.
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